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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of error-correcting codes began in 1948 when Shannon's 
Fundamental Theorem pointed out their importance. In 1956 Paige [37] 
found a close connection between an error-correcting code and a classical 
combinatorial design. One purpose of this paper is to prove several 
results casting further light on the connection between error-correcting 
codes and combinatorial designs. 
It  was Steiner [1] in 1852 who gave a succinct statement to the combi- 
natorial problems with which we are concerned. These problems have 
never been fully solved, 1 and our other purpose is to point out pre- 
viously unrecognized ifficulties of the problems. Briefly, in stating the 
problem, Steiner drew out some questionable necessary conditions. 
The problem as he stated it seems to be much more difficult than appar- 
ently he supposed, as we explain in Parts 5 and 6. 
Theorems 1 and 2, proved here, were stated without proof in [39], 
where the interested reader will find a brief history of these problems. 
Propositions 1 and 2 appeared without proof in [38]; a full discussion 
of the Golay (11,6) code and its connection with the Mathieu groups MIX 
and M12 can be found there. This code, together with the (23, 12) Golay 
* The work reported herein was partially supported by Air Force Contract No. 
AF19(604)-8516. 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
t The solution in [9] is unjustifiably claimed to be complete. 
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code, is an example of  a so-called quadratic-residue code. Quadratic- 
residue codes form a doubly infinite class of codes with interesting design 
properties; the authors will discuss these in a forthcoming paper. 
Theorem 1 has several interesting corollaries which are included in 
Part 4 as remarks and examples. 
The bibliography, though incomplete, does contain several not often 
cited earlier papers on combinatorial problems and a large part of  the 
literature on perfect codes. We have commented briefly on some of the 
entries and cited the review in Mathematical Reviews where known. 
2. TACTICAL CONFIGURATIONS AND CODES 
A tactical configuration on a set S of  cardinality n is a collection 2 of  
subsets of  S such that each member of  ~ has cardinality d, and such 
that every subset of  S of  cardinality t is contained in precisely ;t distinct 
members of ~ .  The positive integers 2, t, d, and n are the parameters 
of  2 ,  and to avoid trivial configurations we usually take 0 < t < d < n. 
We shall speak of  such a tactical configuration as a 2; t - -  d - -  n configu- 
ration or as a tactical configuration of type 2; t - -  d - -  n. This combina- 
torial notion encompasses (a) finite affine planes (take 2 = 1, t = 2, 
d = m, n ~ m2), (b) finite projective planes (take 2 = 1, t = 2, d = m 
+ 1, n = m 2 + m § 1), (c) balanced incomplete block designs (take 
t = 2), etc. For details we refer the reader to Ryser [8]. 
A Steiner system on S is a 1 ; t - -  d - -  n configuration; that is, every 
subset of t elements of  S is contained is precisely one of the chosen 
subsets in 2 (of d elements each). 
A code is most generally defined as a pair (A, S) where A is a (non- 
empty) set (to be thought of  as "words" )  and S is a (non-empty) finite 
set of functions defined on A with values in some "alphabet" set F con- 
taining at least two elements. The functions in S are subject to the re- 
striction that if a, b e A, then (a)f = (b)f for all f~  S implies a = b. 
That is, the functions must distinguish the points of  A. More concretely, 
one may order the functions of  S as f0 ,  ...,fn-1 and then consider the 
concrete realization of (A, S), namely, the set of all ordered n-tuples over 
F of the form 
((a)fo, (a)fa ..... (a)f,_a), a e A (1) 
The f in S are the coordinate functions of the code. 
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A most important special case arises when F is a field, A is a vector 
space of finite dimension k over F, and S is a set of linear functionals 
on A. We then call (A, S) an (n, k) code over F. In the present paper we 
shall also find the non-linear case useful. 
If (A, S) is a code and a, b ~ A, the distance between a and b is de- 
fined as the number of functions f in S such that (a)f~;~ (b)f. In the 
concrete realization, the distance between a and b is the number of 
coordinate-places where they differ. The weight of a code word is its 
distance from (0, 0 .... ,0) when F is a field; in other words, the weight 
is then simply the number of non-0 coordinates. If the minimum dis- 
tance between any two distinct code words of A is d, then the code is 
capable of correcting any e or fewer errors, where e ---- [ (d--  1)/2]. 
This means that, if during transmission of the symbols (a)fo, ..., (a)~_l, 
e or fewer of them are changed, then we can in principle correct hem. 
The reason is that the spheres of radius e about the set of all code-points 
((b)fo ..... (b)f~_l), b ~ A, are disjoint. Thus on changing e or fewer 
coordinates of the center point of such a sphere, we obtain a point still 
in that sphere. 
A code is called perfect if this set of (disjoint) spheres of radius e 
about the code-points entirely exhausts the containing space F ~ ---- Fx 
. . .  xF(n times). In this case d is necessarily odd. 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN CODES AND TACTICAL CONFIGURATIONS 
Let (A, S) be a linear (n, k) code over the field F = GF(q). Let d 
be the minimum distance between code-vectors; in this linear case, d is 
also the minimum non-0 weight in A because the distance function is 
invariant under translation. Let ~ be the collection of all d-sets 2D c S 
such that there is a minimum-weight vector of A with its d non-0 coordi- 
nates just those of D. Then we have: 
THEOREM 1. The finear code (A, S) of minimum distance d ~- 2e -k 1 
is perfect if  and only if .~ is a tactical configuration on S of type 2 = 
= (q- -  1)'; (eq- 1 ) - -d - -n .  
PROOF. Let the code be perfect. An (e q- 1)-set can be filled with non-0 
coordinate-values in (q -  1) e+l ways. Each such choice yields a vector 
2 A j-set is simply a set of cardinality j. We shall use this terminology throughout. 
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of weight e -+- 1 in F n, which must be at distance e or less from some 
code-vector (in the concrete realization). This code-vector must be of 
weight d, and it must agree with the original vector of weight e + 1 on 
all of the non-0 coordinates of the latter. Therefore the code-vectors 
arising in this way are all distinct; their sets D of non-0 coordinates, 
however, are (q - -  1)~ in number because scalar multiplication preserves 
these relationships. (Notice that we also use the linearity to prove that a 
d-set can "hold" at most one code-vector up to scalar multiplication.) 
For the converse, we need only show that any point of F 'n is within 
distance e of some code-point. I f  not, let x be a point of F n of smallest 
weight which is not within distance e of any code-vector. Then x has 
weight at least e + 1 ; let E be a set of e + 1 non-0 coordinates of x. By 
assumption E is contained in precisely (q - -  1) ~ sets D in 2 .  On scalar 
multiplying we obtain, from each such D, q - -  1 code-vectors ofweight d 
giving a total of (q - -  1)~+1 distinct code-vectors of weight d with the 
associated sets D containing E. These code-vectors are necessarily all 
different from each other on E; otherwise there would be a non-0 code- 
vector of weight less than d (by linearity). Therefore one of these code- 
vectors, say a, agrees precisely with x on E, so that on subtraction we 
reduce the weight of x by at least 1, contradicting our choice of x, since 
if x - -  a is in the sphere of radius e about b (in A), then x is in the sphere 
of radius e about a + b. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. When q = 2, then half of Theorem i holds even for non-linear 
codes (containing 0). That is, a perfect code over GF(2) of  minimum dis- 
tance d ~ 2e ~ 1 yields a Steiner system o f  type (e + l) - -  d -  -n  in 
the above way (provided (0, 0 . . . .  ,0)  is in the concrete realization). The 
proof is even simpler than before and will be omitted. 
Notice that without linearity the converse cannot hold in general, 
because the code consisting of the weight-d vectors and 0 from a perfect 
linear code would still yield the proper configuration but of course would 
no longer be perfect in general. 
We now prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (A, S) be a not necessarily linear perfect code 
over GF(2) containing 0. Set f~ ---- ~y~sf and S~ = S u f~o. Let 2~o 
be the sets of non-zero coordinates of the minimum-weight vectors of 
(A, S~). Then2~ is a Steiner system on S~ of type (e + 2)--(d + 1) 
--(n + 1). 
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PROOF. The result is true when d = n, if one admits trivial configura- 
tions. Take d < n and observe that f~  is not already in S, for, if it were, 
then the minimum weight would be even (since, by a counting argument, 
for any f~ S there is a minimum-weight code-point which is 0 at f ) .  
Now an (e + 2)-set E from S~ containing f~ is obviously contained in 
exactly one member of~_~; if, on the other hand, E c S, and if E is 
not contained in any member of  2 ,  then the vector in F n with l 's  at 
E must lie in a sphere of  radius e about a code-point of weight d + 1 
---- 2e + 2 from (A, S). Q.E.D. 
We also have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (A, S) be a code over GF(q), containing 0 but not 
necessarily linear. Suppose the minimum distance is d > 1 and that 
the set2  of  non-0 coordinates of  weight-d code-points forms a 2; 
t-d-n configuration on S. Set S '=  S - -  { f} ,  where f  is any coordinate 
function of  (A, S). Then (A, S') is a code for which 2 '  (defined analo- 
gously) forms a 2; ( t - -1 ) - - (d - -1 ) - - (n - -  1) configuration on S'. 
PROOF. To show that (A, S') is a code we need only show that for any 
two code words a and b of  A, the statement that af' = bf' holds for 
all f '  e S' implies that a = b. We know this is true if also af = bf, and 
if not then we would have the distance between a and b in (A, S) equal 
to 1, contrary to our assumption that d > 1. 
Obviously the new code has minimum distance d - -  1; the members 
of  2 '  are those of 2 which contain f,  w i th f then  removed, so to speak; 
the rest is self-evident. Q.E.D. 
4. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
1. The H-Golay Codes? Let F be GF(q) and let A be an m-dimensional 
vector-space over F, m ~ 2. The set of  all non-0 F-linear functionals 
on A is partioned into subsets of  q - -  1 elements by the action of  scalar 
multiplication. Let S be the set of  n = (qm_ 1) / (q -  1) functionals 
These codes are usually called Hamming codes, but Hamming [22] invented only 
the one for n = 7, q = 2. Golay [21] preceded this publication with his announcement 
that this (7, 4) binary code could be generalized to a perfect, single-error-correcting 
(n, n -- m) code as above for any prime q. 
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consisting of some one from each of  the above subsets. Then (A, S) is an 
(n, m) code. We choose a concrete real ization of (A, S) by ordering S, 
and we define the subspace B of F ~ orthogonal  to the concrete realiza- 
t ion of  (A, S) under the usual inner product  as the (n, n - -  m) H-Go lay  
code over GF(q). That  is, B is the space of  all l inear relations on the 
functionals in S. Thus the min imum distance d in B is at least 3. Now we 
can either show easily that d = 3 and then count to show that B is perfect, 
or we can show directly that for every pair  f ,  g me S there are exactly 
q - -  1 different hcS  such that af+f ig+yh=O for a, fl, ycF  x. 
In either case we arrive immediately at the fol lowing class of tactical 
configurations: 
q - -  1 ;2_ .3_  q m-  1 q - -  1 q prime power;  m = 2, 3, 4 . . . .  
(For  q z 2, these are Steiner triple systems.) This configuration is of 
course that arising from the points and lines of  projective (m-  1)- 
d imensional  space over F ;  that every line consists of  q -+- 1 points is 
equivalent o the above result. 
2. Vasil'ev Codes. Vasil 'ev [31] has recently discovered a large class 
of  non-l inear perfect codes over GF(2) with n = 2 m-  1 and d = 3. 
Let B be any perfect code over GF(2) with d = 3 which contains 0; 
then B has 2 m - -  1 coordinate places and 2 k code-points, where k = 2" 
- -  1 - -  m. Let z~ be any function f rom B to GF(2) such that zl(0) ---- 0. 
Let p on F n be parity (the sum of all coordinates).  Then the new code C 
is the set of  all words of  the form (v; v q- a; p(v) q- ~(a))  of 2n -k 1 
~- 2 m+l - -  1 coordinates, where v ~ F ~ and a ~ B. It  is easy to show that 
that this code has min imum distance d at least 3 and that it consists of 
2 n 9 2 n-m words; it is therefore perfect and d = 3. C contains 0, but if 
B is l inear and z~ is non-l inear, then C is non-l inear. 
3. The Golay and Related Codes. Let z be a primit ive n-th root  of 
unity over GF(q) -~ F (assume (n, q) : 1 of course). Let K ~ F(z) 
and let T be the trace from K to F. Define a set S of  l inear functional 
on A = F • K by S = {f0 . . . . .  fn-1}, where 
(Co, c)f~ : Co -k T(czi), Co ~ F, c ~ K; i : 0, 1 . . . . .  n - -  1. 
Then (A, S) is a l inear (n, k) code, where k - -  1 is the degree of K over F. 
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There are two special cases of this construction which are known to 
yield perfect codes. They are 
(a) q=2 and n=23.  Then k= 12 and d=7 [25]. The count 
21~. 0 +23+(223)+(233) )=2 ~
then shows that the code is perfect. This code yields a Steiner system of 
type 4-7-23 by Theorem 1, as Paige [37] observed, though he presented 
the code in quite a different form. 
Applying Propositions 1 and 2 to this code we obtain Steiner systems 
of types 5-8-24 and 3-6-22. Applying Proposition 2 again one obtains a 
Steiner system of type 2-5-21, which is, of course, the projective plane 
of order 4. Presumably the fact that this plane has such unusual "exten- 
sions" explains its peculiarities. See [42]. 
(b) q=3 andn= l l .  Thenk=6andd=5 [38]. Since 
36 . (1  +2.11+4. (12) )=311 , 
the code is perfect. It yields then a tactical configuration of type 4; 
3-5-11. 
The set~ for this code also yields a Steiner system of type 4-5-11. 
For a given 4-set E, when assigned coordinates ~ 1, is a weight-4 vector 
which must lie in a sphere of radius 2 about a code-vector f weight 5 or 6. 
If all sixteen choices of ~ l's yielded weight-6 vectors there would be 
two code-vectors of weight 6 with five non-0 coordinate places in com- 
mon; this could not happen because it would imply d < 5. In fact, 
every 4-set is contained in a unique member of 2 and in three distinct 
6-sets arising from weight-6 code-vectors. 
-- ~Zi=oJ~, then If to this (11,6) code we append a functional f~ = 10 
the resulting code gives rise to a Steiner system of type 5-6-12. That the 
minimum weight in the new code is 6 and that af~ = 0 if a has weight 6 
(a ~ A) require some proof (see [38]). Assuming these facts, it suffices to 
consider a 5-set E of S = f0 ..... f l0. We have just observed that any 
4-subset of E is contained in 5- and 6-subsets of S belonging to code- 
vectors of the perfect code; the extra coordinates exhaust he seven re- 
maining coordinates. Hence E is contained in exactly one of these, 
which either is or gives rise to, a weight-6 vector of the new code (cf. [38]). 
4. There are no other perfect codes known. See [27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33]. 
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In particular there are no known perfect codes with d ~ 7. Correspond- 
ingly, there are no known tactical configurations with t ~ 6. 
5. It is well known and easy to show that a necessary condition for 
the existence of a tactical configuration of type 2; t-d-n is that 
should be an integer for h = 0, 1 .... , t -  1. Thus Theorem 1 yields 
necessary conditions for the existence of a perfect code over GF(q); 
these conditions for h = 0 and h = e in the case q = 2 have been found 
by Shapiro and Slotnick [28] and for all h by Lloyd [26]. 
6. For h = 0, the expression above is simply the number of d-sets 
in the configuration. Thus, the number of code-vectors of minimal weight 
in a linear perfect code is 
n n 
d =(q- -1  d i 
] 
7. Still another application of Theorem 1 allows us to show that the 
code-vectors of minimal weight in a linear perfect code span the code-space, 
for they span a subspace of the code-space with the same minimal weight 
vectors and hence yield the tactical configuration, whence a perfect code. 
But, for a perfect linear code, d and n determine the dimension k and 
hence they span the whole code. 
5. CLOSED STEINER SYSTEMS 
A problem going back to Steiner [1] is to find collections of subsets 
of a given set S of n elements with the following properties: 
~3 is a collection of 3-sets of S forming a Steiner triple system on S 
(i.e., a 1; 2-3-n configuration); 
34  is a collection of 4-sets of S such that every 3-set of S not a member 
of 2 3 is contained in exactly one member of ~4,  and no element of 
~4 contains an element of 2 3 ; 
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25  is a collection of 5-sets of S such that every 4-set of S not containing 
any member of ~3u~4 is contained in exactly one member of 25 ,  
and no element of 25  contains an element of ~3 u 24  ; and so on, up 
to ~k-  
Such a system is called closed if 2k  is non-empty but every k-set 
of S contains some member of 2 u ~u...u 23 ~4 k" 
We may define the above k-th order Steiner system more compactly 
as follows: ~@i is a collection of non-empty/-sets of S, i ---- 3, 4 ..... k; 
a f ree  t-set of S is one not containing any member of ~ . . .u  2 t ;  
for t = 2, 3 ..... k - -1 ,  every free t-set is contained in precisely one 
member of ~t+~ and every proper subset of every element of ~t+~ is 
free. Then the system is closed if and only if there are no free k-sets. 
We have followed the terminology of [9] except hat there a free t-set 
is one not containing any member of o@~ "''u ~t -1  ; they then speak 
of free t-sets not members of ~t ,  which are our free t-sets. 
We now present a theorem from [9]; the result and our proof were 
discovered independently. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a closed k-th order Steiner system on n z 2 k a 
- -  1 points, fo r  k ~- 3, 4 . . . . .  
PROOF. We realize the desired system by means of the H-Golay code 
B over GF(2) of n = 2 k-1 --  1 coordinates. Recall that B is the linear 
space of all n-tuples over GF(2) which are relations on the n non-0 func- 
tionals (in some fixed order) on (k --  1)-dimensional space over GF(2). 
Let S be this set of functionals. We define 2 t  as the collection of all 
t-sets on S which are linearly dependent but which have all proper 
subsets linearly independent. This is the same as saying that 2 t  is the 
collection of all sets M of non-0 positions of code-vectors ofweight such 
that no code-vector of smaller weight has its non-0 positions included 
in M. Obviously now a free t-set is a linearly independent t-set. 
Now that every free t-set of S is contained in exactly one member of 
=@t+l follows immediately from the definition of the code, for t ~ 2, 3, 
.... n -  1. (That is, a free t-set cannot "hold" a code-vector; thus the 
sum of all those t functionals is a non-0 functional not one of the t we 
started with; these must now constitute a member of ~rt+a. ) 
o~k+ ~is empty because very set of k functionals i linearly dependent; 
thus there are no free k-sets. 
We now generalize Theorem 2, by finding the design properties of 
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the general H-Golay code B over GF(q) for any prime power q, where 
n = (qk -1  1 ) / (q -  1). 
From Theorem 1 we know that the set 2 ,  of non-0 positions of weight-3 
code-vectors yields a 2; 2-3-n configuration on the set S of the n func- 
tionals, where 2 = q - -  1. A free t-set is defined as any set of t functionals 
of S not holding a code-vector (means in this case: linearly independent!). 
Now, since the code is perfect with d = 3, every assignment of non-0 
coordinates to the places of a free t-set E produces a code-vector at 
distance 1 from the resulting weight-t vector in F~(F = GF(q)); the 
code-vector can only be of weight t + 1. It therefore agrees with the 
weight-t vector at each point of E; this means that a different (t § l)-st 
functional must arise from different assignments of coordinates to E 
(except for scalar multiplication throughout). Therefore every free 
t-set is contained in exactly (q -  1 ) t - l=  2 t-1 different members of 
2 t+ l .  This agrees with Theorem 1; and there are no free k-sets, as 
before. 
We are thus led to define a k-th order tactical configuration as a collec- 
tion of subsets .~ ,  24 ,  ..., 2k  of a set S of n points such that 2 i  
consists of/-sets of S and, for t = 2, 3, ..., k = 1, 
(i) every free t-set on S is contained in exactly 2 t-~ members of 2 t+ ~ ; 
(ii) every proper subset of every member of 2t+a is free. A free t-set 
u ~u. . .u  is one not containing any member of ~3 ~3 2t .  Such a system 
is called closed if 2k  is non-empty and there are no free k-sets. We have 
proved 
THEOREM 3. Let q be a prime power and set 2 = q -  1. I f  
n = (qk -X  1 ) / (q -  1), 
then there exists a closed k-th order tactical configuration on n points. 
We now count the number Nt of free t-sets connected with a k-th 
order tactical configuration on a set S of n points. The "multiplicity 
of inclusion" is 2. Obviously we have 
1 
We attempt to find a design on the collection of all free sets, since every 
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subset of a free set is free. Thus, how many free 3-sets is a given pair 
contained in ? The pair is in exactly 2 different riples of 23  ; therefore 
it is in exactly n - -  2 - -  2 free 3-sets. Therefore 
3N 3 (n -  2 -  2)Nz, 
N3 = ln (n_  1) (n - -2 - -2 ) .  
Now a given free 3-set is contained in exactly 22 different members of 
~4 ; however, each of its 3 pairs is contained in 2 members of ~3-  
I f  all these resulting fourth points are different from each other (as 
happens in the H-Golay codes, where "free" reduces to "linearly inde- 
pendent"), then the free triple is contained in exactly n - -  22 - -  32 -  3 
free 4-sets. But in general we can only conclude that this is a lower bound. 
Therefore 
4N4 ~> (n -  22-  32-  3)N3 
with equality holding in the linear situation of Theorem 3. Note that 
equality holds here also when 2 = 1, because no two members of 2~ 
may intersect in two points. But even for 2 = 1 equality need not hold 
at t=5.  
In general, with a free t-set we must exclude perhaps as many as 
of the remaining n - -  t points; that is, 
(2 @ 1) t -  
( t+  1) Nt+l>~ n- -  2 1 )Nt, 
with equality in the linear case previously mentioned. Therefore 
PROPOSITION 3. The number Nt of free t-sets associated with a k-th 
order tactical configuratiin satisfies 
N t > ~ n- -  - t = 4, k; (2) 
and equality holds when the system is realized from a generalized 
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H-Golay code as in Theorem 3. In all cases we have equality in (2) for 
t=2 and 3, and also for t=4when 2~ 1. 4 
REMARK. The free sets associated with the linear case are the linearly 
independent sets from projective (k - -  1)-space over GF(q), as in Theo- 
rem 3. We have proved that the number of such t-sets is given by equality 
in (2). Furthermore, the free t-sets form the following design: For 
2 ----- q - -  1, every pair on S is contained in exactly n - -  2 - -  2 free 3-sets; 
every free 3-set is contained in exactly n - -  22 - -  32 - -  3 free 4 -sets ; . . .  ; 
every free t-set is contained in exactly n - -  ((2 § 1) t - -  l)/2 free (t + 1)- 
sets, for t=2,3  .... , k - -  1. 
Since n = ((2 q- 1) e - l -  1)/2, the process stops at t ---= k -  1. 
6. A. COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In posing the problem of  the existence of k-th order Steiner systems, 
Steiner [1] gave what he claimed are necessary conditions. The condi- 
tions are correct for k = 3 (so-called Steiner triple systems) and Kirk- 
man [10] proved them sufficient. The conditions are also correct for 
k = 4, and Hanani [5] has proved them sufficient. These conditions, 
however, may very well be incorrect for k > 4. Not  Steiner [1], Netto 
[3, pp. 202-204], or Hanani and Schonheim [9] offer any proof  that these 
conditions, namely, that n is odd and that 
1 t--2 
- -  I I  (n - r  1 - -2  i) is an integer for 3 < t < k, (3) 
t! i=o 
are in fact necessary. Notice that equality in (2) for 2 = 1 would imply 
(3). Steiner may well have assumed this equality, and it is asserted in 
[9, p. 140, (2)]. This equality is false in general (as the following coun- 
terexample shows), and for complete Steiner systems it is unproved. 
Suppose B is any perfect code over GF(2) containing 0 with n = 15. 
Consider ~3,94 ,  and 25 ,  the weight-3, weight-4, and weight-5 
code-points. It is easy to see that they furnish a fifth-order Steiner system. 
4 In the case )~ ~ 1, Steiner [1] seems to have asserted equality in (2) for all t. 
Netto [3] quoted Steiner's assertion verbatim, and in [9] equality is asserted. As our 
example will show, there exist fifth-order Steiner systems where the strict inequality 
holds in (2). 
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If B is linear it is in fact dosed since any five of the coordinate functionals 
of the orthogonal complement are linearly dependent. Now, Vasil'ev's 
construction (see Part 4.2) furnishes many non-linear perfect codes 
with n = 15. We next show that for some of these there are free 5-sets. 
Thus, the number of free 5-sets depends on how 2 4 and ~-~5 are intro- 
duced. 
So, take the perfect code over GF(2) with n=7;  it consists of (0000000), 
(1111111), (1101000) together with its cyclic shifts, and (0010111) 
together with its cyclic shifts. Take er to be 0 except on one weight-4 
vector, say (0010111). One checks easily that the following 5-sets are 
free in the constructed code: 
1000000; 0010111; 0 
0100000; 0010111; 0 
0001000; 0010111; 0 
We have shown, therefore, that there are two fifth-order Steiner systems 
on a set with 15 elements, one having free 5-sets, the other not. 
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